Buy Direct from the Manufacturer & Save
Support from Factory Trained Technical Representatives

Surtec's primary goal is to produce the highest quality products possible for the maintenance, cleaning and coating of all types of surfaces, with the emphasis on safety, appearance and protection.

The end results are products, programs and procedures that allow you to achieve superior results, saving you time and materials required to complete the job.
ALL SURTEC PRODUCTS AND PROGRAMS ARE SUPPORTED BY FACTORY TRAINED TECHNICAL REPRESENTATIVES

“DUSTLESS” RETAIL WOOD FLOOR RESTORATION
Completely restore the floor in a high profile retail store, using the Surtec “Dustless” Wood Floor Restoration System in under 2 hours, while the store was open for business. Developed for retail environments where superior safety & appearance is a must!

SURTEC ANTI-GRAFFITI SYSTEM
Features protection with Surtec’s Graffiti Barrier VOC, an environmentally friendly, low gloss, high performance clear coating that protects surfaces from graffiti. Surtec's Graffiti Buster VOC effectively removes all types of graffiti.

SURTEC TILE & GROUT RESTORATION SYSTEM
A remarkably simple process utilizing conventional janitorial equipment (swing buffer with a nylon grit brush & a wet/dry vacuum). Specially designed chemical products and procedures that produce outstanding results.

CONCRETE POLISHING SYSTEM
A simple and effective process utilizing easy to use equipment, Surtec Diamond Pucks and Extra Heavy Duty Diamond Impregnated Floor Pads. Surtec’s Insta Guard, a stain protector gives protection from stains and provides an easy to maintain, high gloss appearance.

SURTEC GYM FLOOR RESTORATION SYSTEM
Reduce labor hours by 60%, a two person team can prep and re-coat the average high school gymnasium in 8 hours. Automated equipment reduces fatigue, increases productivity and provides superior results. Open up your Gym two to three days sooner.

HANDS-ON CUSTOMER TRAINING WORKSHOPS IN OUR CORPORATE FACILITIES

Hands-on training available on-site at your locations with your personnel

Surtec Has the ‘Solutions’ for Your Maintenance Problems!
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Surtec Has the ‘Solutions’ for Your Maintenance Problems!

THE LATEST INNOATIVE TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPED FOR CONTRACTORS
See our website for over 180 chemical solutions, many specifically designed for you!

HIGH PERFORMANCE FLOOR FINISHES
FP-550 - The latest innovation in polymer technology! Extraordinary levelling properties, very high gloss, high speed buffable and low maintenance.
Pro Gloss II - A high quality finish developed for easy application with excellent results. Great low price!

SURTEC CLEANERS
Deep Scrub - Designed to give superior cleaning results at reduced costs when scrubbing floor finishes and at proper dilution it may be used for many other surfaces not harmed by water.

SURTEC SOLUTIONS FOR GLASS
Whether your challenge is removing long set hard water scale, or regular cleaning of solar panels & windows, Surtec has the solutions for your maintenance problems!

SURTEC GLASS RENEW SYSTEM FOR WINDOW & GLASS RESTORATION
Hard water scale remover, dissolves & quickly releases hard water scale, allowing glass to be spotlessly cleaned.
GLASS RENEW contains no fluorides & will not attack glass.

THE “PURE WATER” HI-FLO SYSTEM FOR WINDOW & SOLAR PANEL CLEANING
De-Ionization produces Pure Water without any traces of soot or minerals that would leave spots or residue on cleaned surfaces. Use for spot-free results on windows, awnings, exterior building cleaning and any heavy-duty cleaning job.
• Just attach water hose and pole system, turn on, and start cleaning.
• TDS meter monitors the water quality to indicate when to change resin.
• Wheeled cart makes moving and using the system strain free.

SURTEC HAS A LARGE SELECTION OF RENTAL EQUIPMENT
Making it easy & low cost to try something new. See our website for more information.

Surtec Has the ‘Solutions’ for Your Maintenance Problems!
STATE OF THE ART CHEMICAL MANUFACTURING FACILITY

For over 35 years Surtec has been a leading manufacturer of innovative cleaning and “environmentally preferred” maintenance technology. Surtec is the only sustainable chemical manufacturer in California that operates a “Green Safe” production facility that meets and exceeds all US EPA and California EPA standards.

EQUIPMENT SALES, RENTAL, SERVICE & REPAIR

Surtec factory trained service technicians are dedicated & experienced. Factory authorized warranty service & repair for over 52 brands. Next day repair if received by 10am and parts are available.

Minimum equipment downtime is imperative to any floor maintenance program. Recognizing this, Surtec has developed the most efficient service department for your equipment service and repair needs. We offer a complete dependable service and PM program at the lowest cost possible, helping you reduce your total cost of cleaning.

Surtec develops & markets specialized high speed maintenance equipment, such as Surtec Propane Buffers with our patented "Acti-Vac" vacuum system.

Your equipment will run longer and at a reduced cost if properly maintained.

Visit our website today, at www.surtecsystem.com to learn more about Surtec’s Products, Programs & Procedures and join our mailing list to receive special offers on Surtec equipment, chemicals and training workshops.

Surtec Has the ‘Solutions’ for Your Maintenance Problems!